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Abstract— Mobile robots are used in many applications,
such as carpet cleaning, pickup and delivery, search and
rescue, and entertainment. Energy limitation is one of the
most important challenges for mobile robots. Most existing
studies on mobile robots focus on motion planning to
reduce motion power. However, motion is not the only
power consumer. In this paper, we present a case study
of a mobile robot called Pioneer 3DX. We analyze the
energy consumers. We build power models for motion,
sonar sensing and control based on experimental results.
The results show that motion consume less than 50%
power on average. Therefore, it is important to consider
the other components in energy-efficient designs. We intro-
duce two energy-conservation techniques: dynamic power
management and real-time scheduling. We provide several
examples showing how these techniques can be applied to
robots. These techniques together with motion planning
provide greater opportunities to achieve better energy
efficiency for mobile robots. Although our study is based
on a specific robot, the approach can be applied to other
types of robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile robots are widely used in many applications.
People can buy intelligent robotic vacuum cleaners or
lawn movers from stores. Some hospitals are using
robots to provide quick and safe medicine delivery [11].
Batteries are often used to provide power for mobile
robots; however, they are heavy to carry and have limited
energy capacity. A Honda humanoid robot can walk
for only 30 minutes with a battery pack they carry on
the back [3]; energy is the most important challenge
for mobile robots. Rybski et al. [26] show that power
consumption is one of the major issues in their robot
design.

Mobile robots usually have multiple components, such
as motors, sensors, microcontrollers and embedded com-
puters. DC motors transform direct current into mechani-
cal energy and are often used to drive the robots. Sensors
collect data from environment and provide information
to robots. Most often used sensors are vision, infrared,

1This work was supported in part by the National Science Founda-
tion under Grant IIS-0329061.

sonar and laser rangers. Many robots use embedded
computers for high-level computation and microcon-
trollers for low-level controls. This paper differentiates
the microcontroller and embedded computer. The micro-
controller directly controls motors, sensors, and polls the
sensor readings. It hides the hardware details from the
embedded computer, and provides an application pro-
gramming interface (API) for the embedded computer.
The embedded computer handles high-level computa-
tion, including motion planning, image processing, and
scheduling. The separation of the microcontroller and
embedded computer makes the designs more flexible.

Existing studies on energy reduction for robots focus
on motion planning to reduce motion power. However,
other components like sensing, control, communication
and computation also consume significant amounts of
power. It is important to consider all components to
achieve better energy efficiency. This study has two
major contributions. Firstly, we study power consump-
tion of a robot called Pioneer 3DX by ActivMedia.
This is a robot popular in research community [1]
[10] [14]. We build power models from real measure-
ment results for motion and sensing. We also measure
the power consumption of the microcontroller. Results
show that motion accounts for less than 50% of the
total power consumption. Second, we introduce two
techniques, dynamic power management and real time
scheduling, to reduce the power consumption of mobile
robots. These techniques together with motion planning
provide greater opportunities for energy-efficient designs
of mobile robots. Although this study is based on the
data of a specific robot, the methods can be applied to
other types of robots.

II. RELATED WORK

Barili et al. [4] provide a method to control the
traveling speed of an autonomous mobile robot to avoid
frequent speed changes and save energy. Sun et al.
[29] present an algorithm for finding the energy ef-
ficient paths on terrains. We develop energy models
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for a mobile robot called PPRK and compare the en-
ergy consumptions of different routes [22]. Yamasaki
et al. [30] present an energy-efficient walk generation
algorithm for a humanoid robot. However, all of them
consider only the motion power. Some studies analyze
energy consumption of different components of robots.
Liu et al. [19] present an energy breakdown table of
a Mars rover. Michaud et al. [23] estimate the energy
consumption of a rover including the communication
power. However, they do not build power models for
each components. Previous studies indicate that sensing,
computation and communication consume significant
amounts of power. In this paper, we build power models
for each components of a mobile robot. This is important
to develop energy-efficient designs considering multiple
components together.

As the second major contribution, we introduce two
energy-conservation techniques: dynamic power man-
agement (DPM) and real-time scheduling (RTS). DPM
is developed primarily for portable and embedded com-
puter systems [5] [6] [9] [15] [16] [21] [24] [25].
One of the DPM techniques is dynamic voltage scaling
(DVS). It dynamically changes the voltage and clock
frequency of a processor to save power. Rybski et al.
[26] mention that a small robot called Scout may save
about 1 W by reducing CPU’s speed from 50MHz to
20MHz. RTS is to schedule multiple tasks and meet their
deadlines [8]. Two often used scheduling algorithms are
rate monotonic (RM) and earliest deadline first (EDF)
[18]. Some studies have been devoted into the RTS of
mobile robot systems. George et al. present [12] an RM
scheduler for controlling autonomous robots. Laloni et
al. [17] describe a scheduling strategy for mobile vehicle
guidance in industrial environments. Gergeleit et al. [13]
show a fault-tolerant scheduler for timely ranger data
fusion of a team of robots. However, these studies do
not consider the energy efficiency. Some researchers
study energy-efficient RTS. Aydin et al. [2] propose a
slacked EDF algorithm to minimize energy consumption
of a processor with DVS capability. Sinha et al. [28]
present an on-line adaptive voltage adjustment algorithm
for processors. The algorithm speculatively anticipates
early completions and dynamically reclaim the allocated
energy. These scheduling algorithms can be further im-
proved for robots because the timing constraints are
affected by the robots’ speed.

III. COMPONENTS AND POWER MODELS

Figure 1 shows a common architecture for mobile
robots. This architecture includes five major compo-
nents: batteries, motors, sensors, a microcontroller, and
an embedded computer. The most often used energy

sources are rechargeable batteries. The batteries need to
be recharged after exhaustion. In some cases, such as
a Mars rover, solar powered batteries are used. Motors,
sensors, microcontrollers and embedded computers are
energy consumers. DC motors transform direct current
to mechanical energy, and are used in robots as actuators.
As robots become more sophisticated, control, sensing,
communication and computation consume higher por-
tions of energy. Robots use many kinds of sensors, such
as encoders, vision, sonar, laser and infrared rangers.
The microcontroller handles low-level controls, such as
directly controlling motors and polling readings from
sensors. At the same time, it provides a programming
interface for the embedded computer. The embedded
computer has better computation ability, and is in charge
of high-level controls, such as motion planning and
coordination.
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Fig. 1. A common component architecture of a robot.

A. Motion

Motors transform electrical energy into mechanical
energy. The power consumption of the motors is the sum
of the output mechanical power and the transforming
loss. Let m be the robot’s mass, and the ground friction
constant is µ. When the robot travels with a speed of
v and an acceleration of a, it needs a traction force
of m(a + gµ). Therefore, the output mechanical power
is m(a + gµ)v, where g is the gravity constant. The
motion power can be modeled as a function of the speed,
acceleration and mass:

pm(m, v, a) = pl + m(a + gµ)v, (1)

where pm is the motion power, and pl is the transforming
loss. For DC motors, the power loss is mainly due to the
armature resistance and the internal mechanical friction.
The power loss is relatively small when the robot moves
at a high speed. At a lower speed, the power loss can
be significant. From this model, if the transforming loss
and acceleration can be ignored, the power is a linear
function of the speed.
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B. Sensing

Sensing power varies from different sensors and sens-
ing frequencies. We can denote the sensing frequency
by fs. For video cameras, it is the number of frames
per second; for laser rangers, it is the firing frequency.
A linear function is sufficient to model the power con-
sumption of sensors:

ps(fs) = cs0 + cs1fs, (2)

where ps is the sensing power, cs0 and cs1 are two
positive constant coefficients. Their values depend on
sensors used.

C. Microcontroller and Embedded Computer

The microcontroller periodically sends commands to
motors and sensors, polls sensors’ readings, and com-
municates with the embedded computer. The microcon-
troller’s tasks are usually fixed so the power consumption
of the microcontroller can be modeled by a constant.

The embedded computer is more complex than the
microcontroller. Many studies have been devoted into
simulation-based methods to estimate its power con-
sumption [7] [20] [27]. The power consumption of
the embedded computer may vary significantly across
different programs.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

The Pioneer 3DX weighs about 9kg, and can carry
at most 22.5kg of load. The robot itself is powered
by lead-acid rechargeable batteries and the computer
is powered by a rechargeable Li-ion battery. The robot
has two DC motors driving two wheels. The maximum
traveling speed is approximately 1 m/s. The DC motors
are assembled with encoders. The robot has two arrays of
sonar sensors, one in the front and one in the rear. Each
array has 8 transducers. A Hitachi-8S microcontroller is
used to control motors and sensors, and it communicates
with an embedded computer through a serial port. The
microcontroller is managed by a real-time operating
system called AROS. We use a data acquisition (DAQ)
card from National Instrument to measure the power
consumption. DAQ can measure multiple channels si-
multaneously. Figure 2 is a picture of the Pioneer 3DX
robot with a laptop on the top to control the robot. In
our experiments, we use two computers: one computer
to control the robot and the other computer to measure
the power consumption. Both computers are placed in a
cart pushed by a person to follow the robot.

Fig. 2. The Pioneer 3DX robot.

B. Motion Power

We measure the motion power of the robot in different
scenarios. The robot travels at different speeds on differ-
ent grounds, and move along straight lines and circles.
We also change the load of the robot.
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Fig. 3. Motion power at different speeds.

Figure 3 shows the power consumption of the robot
runs at different speeds. The robot moves along straight
lines in a hallway inside the Electrical Engineering
Building of Purdue University. Inside the figure, the
lower set of data and the fitting line is for the robot
without load; the upper set of data and the fitting line is
for robot with a 9kg load. The two energy models are:

pm(v) = 0.29 + 7.4v (3)

pm(v) = 0.19 + 13.1v (4)

Figure 4 shows the motion power when the robot
travels along a circle with a radius of 0.5m. To move
along a circle, we control the two wheels at different
speeds. The distance between the two wheels is 33 cm.
If one wheel’s speed is twice of the other wheel’s speed,
the center of the circle is closer to the low speed wheel
with a distance of 33cm so that the two wheels have the
same angular velocity. The center of the robot moves
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Fig. 4. Motion power at different speeds.

with a radius of 33 + 33
2 ≈ 50cm. The horizontal axis

shows the speed of the slower wheel.

C. Sonar Sensors’ Power
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Fig. 5. Sonar sensors’ power consumption.

Figure 5 shows the power consumption of the two
sonar arrays at different sensing frequencies. The power
consumption model is:

psensing(fs) = 0.51 + 0.0039fs. (5)

The static power is 0.51 W, 76.9% of the total sens-
ing power when the sensing frequency is 40 Hz. The
power consumption increases as the sensing frequency
increases; the power consumption at 10Hz (point A) is
38.2% lower than that at 100Hz (point B).

D. Microcontroller’s and Computer’s Power

The power consumption of the microcontroller is very
stable at 4.6 W from our measurement. The power
consumption of the embedded computer is estimated
in the range between 8 W to 15 W. These values are
estimated by dividing the battery capacity by the time
the computer can run with a fully charged battery when
running different programs.

Component Power Percentage
Motion 2.8W ∼ 10.6W 12.1%∼ 44.6%
sensing (sonar) 0.58W ∼ 0.82W 1.9%∼5.1%
Microcontroller 4.6W 14.8%∼28.8%
Embedded Computer 8W ∼ 15W 33.3%∼65.3%

TABLE I

THE POWER BREAKDOWN OF PIONEER 3DX ROBOT

E. Power Breakdown

Table I is the power breakdown of the Pioneer 3DX
robot. We calculate the range of power consumption and
the percentage of each component. The motion power
is estimated on the speed range from 0.2m/s to 0.8m/s
when the robot have a 9kg load. The sensing power is
estimated on the frequency range from 20Hz to 80Hz.
We calculate the minimum and the maximum percent-
ages of a component to the total power consumption.
For the minimum percentage, the component’s power
is the minimum while the other components consume
the maximum power. For the maximum percentage, the
component’s power is the maximum while the other
components consume the minimum power. For exam-
ple, the maximum percentage of the motion power is
computed as follows. The maximum motion power is
10.6 W. The sum of the minimum power of the other
components is 0.58+4.6+8 = 13.18W . The percentage
is 10.6

10.6+13.18 = 44.6%. This analysis shows that motion
accounts for at most 44.6% of the total power.

V. ENERGY-CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES

This section explains two promising techniques for
power reduction of mobile robots.

A. Dynamic Power Management

Dynamic power management (DPM) dynamically ad-
justs power states of components adaptive to the task’s
need. The purpose is to reduce the power consump-
tion without compromising system performance. Many
electronic components have multiple power states; their
power consumption is different at different power states.
For example, processors can run on different frequencies.
To save power, the processors can enter lower frequen-
cies when the workloads are light. Another example is
to shut off the power supply to the disk in an embedded
computer to save the static power when there is no disk
access.

A simple DPM method shuts down a component
when it is idle. It is essentially a prediction problem.
If we predict there is no access on this component for
a reasonably long period of time, the component can be
shut down to save static power. Turning on and off the
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component takes time and energy. If the idle period is
too short, the components may actually consume more
energy for turning on and off. One of the widely used
prediction methods is timeout: if the component has
been idle for a time period longer than the timeout,
the component will be shut down. The rationale behind
timeout is that the component is likely to keep idle in
the near future since it has been idle for a while.

Another widely used DPM technique is dynamic volt-
age scaling (DVS) by reducing both supply voltage and
clock frequency to reduce the power consumption of
processors. The dominant power dissipation of a CMOS
circuit is its dynamic power, which can be expressed by
cv2

ddf , where c is the effective switched capacitance, vdd

is the supply voltage and f is the clock frequency.

B. Real-Time Scheduling

Real-time systems handle tasks with deadlines. Real-
time scheduling (RTS) schedules multiple tasks and meet
the deadlines. If the tasks can be scheduled without
missing the deadlines, we say they are schedulable.
Mobile robots are real-time systems. When a robot
detects an obstacle, it has to timely slow down and
decide the next motion. For multiple robots coordinating
to accomplish a task, timely information communicating
is critical. Two often used scheduling algorithms are
rate monotonic (RM) and earliest deadline first (EDF).
Many other algorithms are based on these two. RM is a
fixed-priority algorithm, assigning a higher priority to a
task with a shorter period. EDF executes the task with
the earliest deadline among all ready tasks. It has been
proved that EDF is optimal with respect to minimizing
the maximum lateness.

Besides scheduling tasks to meet their deadlines, RTS
can also schedule the tasks such that DPM can save
more energy. For example, when the idle periods of
a component are too short due to frequent accesses,
power cannot be saved by shutting down the component.
However, if we can reschedule the tasks and make the
component have more long idle periods, the component
may be shut down to save power.

C. Examples

In this section, we show some potential applications of
DPM and RTS into energy-efficient robot designs using
several examples.

1) Shutdown of Unused Components: Electric com-
ponents consume static power in idle states. Shutting
down the power supply when a component is idle can
save the static power. This technique can be applied to
sensors and network cards. The sonar sensors of Pioneer
3DX consumes a static power of 0.51 W; the power is

0.66 W at 40 Hz. When the robot stops, the sensors
may be turned off. If half of the time the sensors can be
shut down, the average sensing power can be reduced
by 0.66×0.5

0.66×0.5+0.51×0.5 = 43.6%.

2) Sensing Frequency Scaling: It is intuitive that the
sensing frequency should be different when robots move
at different speeds. The sensing frequency needs to be
higher when the speed is higher. Instead of keeping the
sensing frequency that satisfies the highest speed’s need,
we can reduce the sensing frequency when the robot
moves slowly. When the sensing frequency is 40 Hz,
the sensing power is 0.66 W. If the robot moves slowly
and the sensing frequency can be reduced to 20 Hz, the
sensing power becomes 0.59 W. The average sensing
power can be reduced by 0.66−0.59

0.66 = 11%.

3) Dynamic Voltage Scaling: DVS is very effective
in reducing processors’ power. The processor inside the
Hitachi-8s microcontroller can work at two different
frequencies: 20MHz and 10MHz. The current operating
system inside the microcontroller doesn’t support the
frequency scaling. Therefore, we can not measure the
power savings. However, if we can dynamically change
the working frequency according to the workload, we can
reduce the control power. This technique also applies to
the embedded computer.

4) Trade-off between Motion and Communication: A
team of robots may move and cooperatively execute a
task, such as exploring an unknown area. Robots need
to send sensing data through wireless communication.
Consider one robot needs to transfer data to another
robot, but the robot is far away. If the robots can move
closer, the communication power can be saved. The cost
here is the motion power for moving closer. If the volume
of the data is large enough, more communication power
can be saved than the motion power cost.

5) Energy-Efficient Real-Time Scheduling for Robots:
A mobile robot is a real-time system. The robot can
have many periodic tasks, such as motor and sensor
control, sensing data reading, motion planning, and data
processing. The robot may also have some aperiodic
tasks, such as obstacle avoidance and communication.
RTS can work with DPM to more effectively reduce
the power consumption. For example, if a scheduler can
cluster tasks closer in time and create longer idle periods,
shutdown techniques can be more effective. RTS also can
work with DVS to reduce processor energy consumption,
as we discussed in the related work. For mobile robots,
the tasks’ deadlines are different at different traveling
speeds. At a higher speed, the periodic tasks have shorter
periods. Therefore, we should consider both motion
planning and RTS together.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we measure the power consumption of
different components of a mobile robot called Pioneer
3DX. Power models of motion and sensing have been
developed. The experimental results show that motion
consumes less than 50% of the total power consumption.
In this paper, we introduce two techniques DPM and
RTS for energy-efficient designs of mobile robots. These
techniques together with motion planning provide greater
opportunities for reducing the power consumption and
prolonging the operation time of mobile robots. For
future work, we plan to extend the current study in two
directions. First, we will measure power consumption of
more components, such as laser rangers and cameras.
Second, we will implement the proposed energy conser-
vation techniques into the Pioneer robots, and conduct
experiments in real applications.
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